
BALTIC VCA SUMMIT 2022 
 
USEFUL INFORMATION 
 
We have gathered information you could find useful during your stay in Riga and 
attendance of Baltic VCA summit 2022. How to get to the Summit venue? Where to park 
a car? We have tried to answer all important questions you could have. See the answers 
below (information regarding the Summit's Day 2 activities will be added to this 
document): 
 
 
 
What to wear? 
 

We recommend clothing that makes you feel 
comfortable as you will be sitting the biggest 
part of day of the Summit. It should be 
layered, allowing you to dress up or down as 
temperatures can vary. Special note to the 
ladies - the Summit venue is located in a 
park, thus make sure you’re wearing 
comfortable shoes without thin heels. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
How to get to the event venue – Nordeki manor – by car? 
 

Nordeki manor one of the most outstanding 
wooden buildings from Baraco time in Riga 
(house was built shortly after 1760) and it is 
located near the city center. You can get 
there in less than 20 minutes by car.  
 
The address of Nordeki manor - Buļļu iela 
16, Riga. Coordinates: 56°57'49,11'' N 
24°03'37,51'' E. 
 
 Read more about Nordeki manor here: 

http://www.ambermarks.com/_Pieminekli/IsieApraksti/Riga/Ilguciems/ENordekuMuiz.ht
m  
 



 
Where to park a car near Nordeki manor? 

 
Unfortunately, Nordeki manor does not offer 
a parking for its visitors. If you are arriving to 
Baltic VCA Summit by car, you will have to 
park it on the sides of Buļļu street (please 
read the road signs carefully, to make sure 
where its allowed).  
 
In order to avoid difficulties with finding 
parking spots near the venue, we 
recommend arriving by taxi.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
How to get taxi in Riga? 
 

For highest quality service use Baltic Taxi. To 
order a taxi, make a call or write on WhatsApp 
+ 371 20008500 or use Baltic Taxi mobile 
app https://play.google.com/BalticTaxi   
or https://apps.apple.com/BalticTaxi). 
 
Slightly cheaper option is Red Cab taxi. 
Order a taxi by calling +371 8383 or  
+371 60008383 (for foreign numbers). You 
can also book a taxi using Red Cab app 

(https://play.google.com/store/RedCab or https://apps.apple.com/RedCab) 
 
Another option is Bolt Taxi. This is Uber-like taxi service that operates via app 
(https://play.google.com/store/BOLT or https://apps.apple.com/Bolt). The app has all the 
information one could need to order the ride. Please note that mostly private drivers with 
their personal cars provide this commuting service.  
 
 



 
 
 
How to find networking event venue - White House restaurant - in the evening? 
 

White House restaurant is located in the 
heart of the Riga city center - in the 
beautiful Vermanes garden. It will take 
approximately 20 minutes to get there by 
car from Nordeki manor. The address of 
the restaurant – Tērbatas iela 2, Rīga. 
Coordinates: 56°57'07.3"N 
24°06'60.0"E 
 
Read more about White House 
restaurant here:  
https://whitehouserestorans.lv/  

 
 
 
Where to park a car near White House restaurant? 
 

 White House restaurant offers a parking 
place for its clients, but the number of 
them is limited. You can park your car on 
the parking spaces on the sides of 
Merķeļa street or Tērbatas iela, but 
please be aware – most of parking 
places in the city center are paid. To pay 
for parking download and register in the 
mobile app - the payment system Mobilly 
(https://play.google.com/Mobilly or 
https://apps.apple.com/Mobilly ). Also, in 
several places you can pay by using the 

pay-machines. 
 
 
N.B. 
For any help or extra questions feel free to contact Latvia Private Equity and 
Venture Capital Association info@lvca.lv or +371 26554125. 



!!! There will be a registration at the venue, where you will get all additional 
information. 

EMERGENCY CALLS IN LATVIA! The single emergency hotline number 112 will provide 
information on what to do in certain situations, or connect you to the appropriate service 
– emergency medical, fire department or the police. The number 112 is toll-free and 
reachable from land lines as well as from mobile phones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


